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Employees are too valuable to manually monitor and identify every bankruptcy event. AACER’s 
monitoring options make it easier to identify critical changes to docket, claim register, and 
disposition events. Automating the tracking of key indicators minimizes tedious manual searches 
and flags important bankruptcy events at scale, saving valuable time and improving outcomes for 
secured and unsecured portfolios.

Docket, Claims &
Disposition Monitoring
Never miss new bankruptcy events
or updates to existing cases

Claim Register 
Monitoring 

Identifies new and 
important associated 

claim events

Docket Monitoring

Identifies new docket 
filings and changes 

within a docket

Disposition Monitoring

Identifies and returns
up to 15 critical 

disposition dates

Collectively or independently, these monitoring services automate critical processes within 
the bankruptcy lifecycle. 



From the opening of a new bankruptcy case 
through its closure, Docket Monitoring has you 
covered. It automatically identifies the docket 
changes and enables you to respond or ignore to 
each critical event, while tracking progress along 
the way. 80+ out of the box events can be 
categorized and summarized depending on the 
volume of cases.  Manage queues, monitor 
progress, and reallocate workloads when 
needed. 

As all AACER capabilities are seamlessly 
integrated, dockets can be reviewed, 
provisioned, and stored for re-use without having 
to leave the platform using the Case Search & 
Document Retrieval solution. 

From small to large enterprise case volumes, 
Docket Monitoring can be configured for law 
firms, lenders who service their loans, and 
servicers of all sizes. 

Gain confidence that each docket is fully 
monitored from beginning to end.
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      Discharges 

      Dismissals 

      Converted 

      Closed 

      Re-open 

      Split

      Transferred

Docket Monitoring

AACER Disposition Monitoring identifies and 
reports critical bankruptcy disposition dates for 
both debtors and joint debtors. These 
dispositions dates include current and previous:  

Improve productivity
and outcomes

Maintain compliance and
reduce risks

Enable consistent standards

Reduce costs

AACER Monitoring Services provide the 
functionality and confidence required 
for managing critical bankruptcy 
processes throughout their lifecycle.

Never miss a key milestone date again.

Disposition Monitoring

Claim Register Monitoring automatically 
identifies new claim filings. It also identifies 
when new associated documents to the claim 
are filed, such as Payment Change Notices, 
Post-Petition Fees Expenses and Charges, 
Response to Notice of Final Cures, and more. 

Increase response time and reduce risk 
with automated access to critical claim 
data.

Claim Register Monitoring


